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About This Game

Sticker Craft - game about combining stickers and collecting them.

For example, combine stickers "Water" and "Lake" and get "Sea" sticker. Combine "Sea" to get "Ocean". Continue those logical
sequences to discover all 210+ stickers.

Most of them can be crafted using combinations with other stickers, but some of them - only by Stickerizing [Wild] Stickers.
That's unique feature of the game.

[Wild] Stickers appear only when some requirements are met. For example - play at night(real night) and wait for [Wild] Moon
sticker to appear. Or place few Grass sticker to [Wild] Sheep sticker to appear. After that you need to tame them by combining

them with special sticker called Stickerizer. This will create normal sticker and of course increase you discovered sticker
number. But not all [Wild] elements are so easy to find.
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This is basically just a VR port of the slightly hidden Meet the Medic surgery from Surgeon Simulator. It's considerably easier
when you're able to not only control your hand with your hand but also use both hands instead of just one, but it's still fun to
play around with and there are some extra features added in like the ability to see your head and hands in the mirror in the form
of the Medic's. It's fun, it's free, and it's a good short experience to show your friends.. This game literally trash, you don't have
to download this game. I'm just tried to played this game and the result was completely dissapointed. And i'm so ♥♥♥♥ing
waste my precious time. With the big size (1.9GB) this game ain't nothing. ♥♥♥♥ this game.. At the time that I'm writing this,
it's on sale for $0.49. I can definitely recommend it at that price, at least. It's a cute little game, but don't expect hardcore
gameplay or mindblowing game design.. Didn't work with Xbox One controllers. They keep making them, I keep playing them.
Pick it up its a good time. Cross bred between room escape and walking simulator. I just beat it, starts kinda slow and a bit
confusing but then picks up and i have to say the final part was amazing. I was expecting a psychologic drama for women, but i
rather found a mature and unsettling story and enviroment that recalls games like Silent Hill amongst others, and the game has
some quite interesting and original VR moments i did apreciate.. there's something fun about rolling around and shooting
everything but it's too much of a motion sickness simulator: stiff auto-aim edition. Best hidden object/casual adverture game
I've played.

Puzzles are solid for such genre, hidden object parts made very good. Graphisc are really well drawn. Actors made good job too,
voices are convincing, overall, audio, including music fits perfectly.

Story have few twists and made few misleads so players didnt get bored of slow plot unveiling. Graphic style fits to climate
made by narration.

Only animation of Amanda is ugly but we can see it several times for few seconds, so let's not make big deal out of it.. Bought
this game due to good review. It couldn't start. Refund requested.
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I've had a lot of fun so far. The attention to detail on the weapons is incredible and so much fun.. A nice little puzzle platformer
about a time-travelling scientist and his time-stopping snail friend, perfect for children.. Awesome game, nice gameplay and
easy to learn, hard to master. Which keeps you coming back for more!. Great game but needs to be updated more, needs better
UI, needs option to skip other fights while skipping days.. I needed 10h for my 1st playthough in Hard difficulty. I chose this
game because I was looking for an old fashioned dungeon crawler after having recently finished a similar game (Fall of the
Dungeon Guardians), and was not disappointed, and will leave positive review (6.5\/10). It cannot fully compete with LoG1+2
or other Indie gems like Fall of the Dungeon Guardians...

My most important complaint... way too little monsters... I killed all monsters, and did not even get the "kill 100 monster
achievement!", it was less than 80! Not only is that a no-go as an achievement hunter to require multiple parties\/sessions, but it
was also just too little to do! I would at least 2-3x the monster content!!! There was one particular level (minotaurus), which had
only exactely 1 monster in it... and the one before appeared without any monsters until the very end of that level...in other games
the monster count is more like 500!

The game was too short... only 8 levels (the game mentioned before had 20, each larger than here, and same price tag!)

Be aware that in this game, you are taking the tanking approach (unlike LoG)... several reviewers seemed to be annoyed by it, I
actually prefer it that way... and the actual first crawlers all worked like that (as it was turn based movement, there was no
escaping or side-tracking monsters back then)

It is often compared to the big crawlers of today, LoG1+2... rightfully so, and yes, this game cannot keep up.... they have more
traps, more dungeon levels, pressure plates, throwing items\/stones, teleports, outdoor area, more monsters and monster types...
so there is plenty to still improve on, but all that still makes this a good game, its just not in the same league.

The music was nice, as was the atmosphere of the game. So in summary a nice first attempt, worth at a 50% discount (which is
normally and often happening during sales at Steam), but needs to improve to be able to compete with the champions, but also
some other Indie crawlers! Looking forward to a 2nd part!. I'll be honest, I had my doubts when seeing this type of game come
out with so many similar competitors lurking closeby. FPS games have got stale to me as of late; with all the militarized combat
and millenials screaming over XBL, this game has breathed some fresh air into an otherwise boring genre. As a lover of most
fantasy games (WoW, Zelda, Star Wars,etc.), this game grabbed a ton of elements from the world of magic and allowed me to
immerse myself in it while wrecking on the battlefield; very satisfying. If I had to make a suggestion for this game in it's early
stages, it would be that I would like to see an expansion of classes soon, a support/hybrid character would add a nice dynamic to
the roster.

Overpower has carved its own niche in an orignial third-person/fantasy-shooter. Iif you are looking to break the mold from the
huge studios that dictate what you shold play, I recommend this game.. I really wish I had friends to play this with. Might as
well... get defeated by bots.♥♥♥♥♥♥. I played it for about half an hour and it's already getting annoying. The docking
mechanic is very unreliable, half of the time instead of the ship docking (all approach parameters are fine) i end up on the other
side of the station or half inside it. Also the game misses UI scaling which makes it impossible to play at 4K resolution.

Edit: The missing UI Scaling for high DPI monitors was added just a day after i wrote the inital review. Props to the developer.
Docking is still unreliable but i guess i live with it for now. I'd like change my review to neutral, but as that's possible it's thumbs
up for now.
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